2012–2013 Honor Roll of Appreciation

Your gifts elevate us!

Memorial Gifts
Sheldon Legacy Society
Your gifts elevate our dreams.

In Memory of Josephine Cataldo Goodman ‘53
Sheila Greene Bellen ‘53

In Memory of Otto Gottesman
Eric Gottesman ‘81

In Memory of Herb Hammond
John Alexander ‘72
Dan June ‘77
Louis Angelina
Grog Auleta
Edward Balaban ‘73
Pierre Belanger ‘69
CS Farm Market, Inc.
Cheep Seats Sports Bar & Grill
Richard DeVos ‘68
Eagle Beverage
Paul Furman
Ron Gabrielli ‘77
Garafo Imports Company
Green’s Ale House, Inc.
Frederick and Gay Hammond
Patricia Hammond
Adolphe Heppell
Rich and Karen Kowalski
Johnson ‘83
Richard Johnson
Joseph ‘69 and Joanne Coffey
Kapucinski ‘78
David Kubissa ‘68
Edward and Nancy Lalik
Lighthouse Lanes
Heruces ‘75 and Rebecca
Master
Mark McConnell ‘73
Mitchell Printing & Mailing
Michael Mulligan ‘81
Ontario Orchards
Oswego Bagelry & Sandwich Shop
Oswego County Federal Credit Union
Oswego County
Monuments, Inc.
Oswego Family Medicine
Stephen Paluseo ‘77
Pathfinder Bank
Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local 73
Press Box
Raby’s ACE Home Center
Robert Berkley Physical Therapy

Donald and Carol Sawyer
Randall Scharfe ‘74
Pete ‘71 and Kay Sears
Steven Sucher ‘74
Wayne Swallow ‘72
The American Foundry
of Oswego
The Comic Shop
Vashon’s Collision Service
William and Arndyn
Warner ‘58
Wayne Drug
Peter ‘74 and Ellen Weiner

In Memory of Lynne Hartunian ‘89
Raelene Noll ‘90

In Memory of Tara Hogan ‘78
Kerry Hogan ‘78

In Memory of Mary Ann House ‘66
Anne McLaughlin Jackson ‘66

In Memory of Thomas Jacobsen ‘77
Barbara Hilliker Murphy ‘78
Jerry ‘77 and Betty Oberst
Sharon Richards ‘78

In Memory of Margaret Kambas ‘45
Scott and Viola Weber

In Memory of Jennifer Knighton ‘09
Samantha Holtzman ‘11

In Memory of James LeFlure
Linda Townsend ‘77

In Memory of Thomas Lenihan ‘76
Peter and Jean Babbles
Russell Boredo and Denis Morales
Kenneth and Linda Bibl
William and Simone Calhoun
Steven ‘76 and Mary Gibbons
Canale ‘81
Roger and Patricia Courtios
Darnell of Dolphin Cay
George and Nellis DeJong
John and Cynthia Deermont
Dolphin Cay Golf Group

Dennis and Kerry Casey
Dorsey ‘81
Feldman, Kramer & Monaco
George and Mariette Heavey
Dick and Sue Hoby
Stephanie Hoby
Isa De Sol Men’s Golf Association
Jack James ‘62
Robert and Genevieve Joyner
Ira and Carment Kane
John and Teresa Lesak
Wally and Shelley Love
William and Deborah
MacLachlan
Bader and Debra Masoud
Kenneth and Nancy Miller
Robert and Theresa Mills
William Monaco ‘83
John Mullins
Dennis and Agnes Neider
Nyagaka and Eva Onagri
Edward and Carol Petronio
Paul and Connie Reynolds
M. Catherine Richardson ‘63
Faham and Janice Roxle
Barbara Palmer Shinerman ‘65
Mark and Susan Slayton
Roanne Sluzitsky
Deborah F. and Michael Stanley
William and Louise Terry

In Memory of Judith Letvak ‘83
Tim Barnhart ‘02
Steven DiMarzo ‘11
Joy Westerberg Knopp ‘92
Richard and Susan Letvak
Michael Sgro
Jennifer Shropshire ‘86
Ronald ‘90 and Alison Rettie
Steinmiller ‘80

In Memory of Lee Levine
Donald Levine ‘78

In Memory of Charles Loschiavo ‘42
Christine Loschiavo
Pauzakas ‘73

In Memory of Ernest Luongo
Harold and Lorraine Nash

Gifts listed here are in honor of living individuals and in memory of those who are deceased.

Donors listed have made a contribution to Oswego College between July 1, 2012, and June 30, 2013.

Memorial gifts received after June 30, 2013, will be listed in the 2013-2014 Honor Roll.
In Memory of
John McAlarney ’74
Edward Contino ’76
In Memory of
Nancy Seale Osborne ’70
Antonio Chagas and Henriette Carvalho ’76
In Memory of
Robert Palmieri ’72
Barbara Juriewicz Palmieri ’74
In Memory of
Brent Pangburn ’12
Jody Pangburn
In Memory of Kathleen
Manley Peterson ’54
Karen Wiedbusch
In Memory of Blanche
Barasch Plonsky ’55
Robert Plonsky
In Memory of
Wницko Wysocki
Mark and Cindy Rabet
Kostebs ’83
In Memory of Gloria Raskell
Rudolph ’33
Sheila Greene Bellon ’33
In Memory of Willy Schuh
Robert Biehl ’75
Douglas Jack and Kaitlyn
Schuh
Melissa Nigro
Martin Schuh
In Memory of
Patricia Russell Secrest ’64
Eileen Bergmann
Bernard Clark
George and Margaret Crosier
George and Norma Derbfuss
Dennis and Paulette Harrigal
Bruce and Deborah Klein
Frank and Jane Klein
Carla Nolan
Pete and Barbara Oldham
Judith Hamilton Powell ’64
Margaret Evangelist
Sawyna ’64
Vivian Dallek Sayer ’64
Richard and Janice Scialdo
Richard Thompson
Sandra Tolda Wecker ’64
In Memory of
Carol Morley Snyder ’79
Michael Snyder ’75
In Memory of Paul Somers
Barbara Palmer Shineman ’65
In Memory of Corrine
Kushner Starkman ’54
Alvin Starkman
In Memory of
In Memory of Lorenzo Sutter ’33
Randall ’85 and Jill Sutter ’85
In Memory of
Josephine Tamalia
Lisa McCarthy
In Memory of
Diane Brown Usatynski ’90
Jane Knickerbocker Wisner ’90
In Memory of Paul Wilbur
Marion Wilbur ’78
In Memory of Charles Wiley ’22
James Kaden ’78 and Debbie
Adams-Kaden ’78
In Memory of
Robert Ziegler ’84
Joseph Bacigalupo
Michael Brzozowski ’84
Bart and Eleanor Buonocore
James and Diane Cooney
Brian and Elena Davis
Charles and Isabel D’Carlo
Charles Faulkner
Nina Hazzan
Gerald and Genevieve
Huerstel
Frances Iannaccone
Bruce and Carol Janey
Harold and Mary Johnson
Jeannette Lannigan
Michael and Patricia Leavy
Anthony Lecky
James and Geralyn Loprieno
Stephen Oury
Marie Puziati
Anthony and Angela Savino
Richard and Heidi Savino
Joseph and Annalise Shortt
Edward Silvester
Victor and Anne Siuzdak
Frances Shobodin
Richard Ziegler
Robert and Sarah Ziegler
In Memory of the Engineers
Who Taught Me First
David Parker ’95
In Honor of
In Honor of Nicole Azero ’14
Joel and Louise Azero
In Honor of
Gregory Blette ’10
John Blette
In Honor of
Ian Callahan ’15
Robert and Kathy Callahan
In Honor of Dan Correto
Bartha Hart Friends ’33
In Honor of
Larry Devysut
Bartha Hart Friends ’33
In Honor of Vivian Howard
Thaina Gonzalez
In Honor of
Miranda Card Lampke
Peter Lampke and
Cheryl Card ’79
In Honor of
Anthony Crain
Claire Wynnard ’87
In Honor of Alex Cristello
Mary Jeanne Cavanagh ’83
In Honor of
John Domiazidowicz
John Kalter ’76
In Honor of
Dennis Dorsey
Mary Bickers
In Honor of
Kurt Johnson ’14
Stephanie Johnson
In Honor of
Joseph Kiscick ’75
Christine Kissick
In Honor of
Beth Mand ’11
Michael and Diane Mand
In Honor of Joseph
Manganillo ’14
Gerald and Lynette
Manganillo
In Honor of
James Marlowe ’14
Francis and Sandra Marlowe
In Honor of E. Elizabeth Moody
Debra Rose ’73
In Honor of Walter Nitarady
John Lalanda ’71
In Honor of
Kenneth Peterson
Richard Seubert ’70
In Honor of Patricia Peterson
Patricia Keys ’85
In Honor of
Catherine Santos ’87
Thaina Gonzalez ’93
In Honor of Kenneth ’54
and Anne MacDonald
Sherman ’53
Julie Albertson and
Rick Rogers
Kia Albertson-Rogers
Wren Albertson-Rogers
Joseph and Margaret Roxwood
William Roxwood
Robert and Elizabeth
Schickling
Mary Smith
In Honor of Barbara Palmer
Shineman ’65
Christine Persece Lutton ’69
In Honor of Hubert Smith
Thaina Gonzalez ’93
In Honor of George Wood
Richard Roman ’71
SHELDON LEGACY SOCIETY
Special thanks to those individuals who have included Oswego in their will or other estate plans.
Bruce Altschuler
Anonymous (13)
*Anonymous (2)
Elizabeth Baker ’61
Edward Babush ’73
Ruth Alton Barker ’52
Nancy Potter Bellow ’78
*Harold Benedict ’23
Anna Bermanok-Morgan ’75
*Hilde Bohmer
Vera Bond ’23
Ralph Hatch ’49
*Donald Helmer ’38
Thaina Gonzalez ’93
In Honor of
Donald and Joan
Mathieu ’85
Fritz Messere ’71 and
Nola Heidelberg
Karen Mongello ’75
Michael ’74 and Denise Hart-
Morawianek ’74
Harold Morse ’61
*Stephen Muladly ’67
*Anthony and *Greta
O’Brien ’43 Murabito
Colleen Murphy ’77
Timothy Murphy ’74
*Carol Nelson ’79
Victor Oakes
Gloria Olson ’51
*Louise Ostberg
Davis ’47 and Jane Parker
*Estate of Mrs. George Penney
Timothy Peterson ’81
John Piper ’75
Marvin Reed ’64
M. Catherine Richardson ’63
Francis Roy ’69
Thomans Santay ’62
Constance del Bourgo
Schrader ’54
James Seago
*Richard Shineman
*Winifred M. Shores
*Dorothea Smithers ’70
*Robert Sweet ’48
Melanie Tread
Linda Syrell Tyrell
*Clover Ury
*Ross Vedder ’35
*Donald Waters ’70
*Deceased
+ Includes gift of product or services
+ Includes matching gift
(M) Includes matching gift
+ Includes gift of product or services